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An enpirloal ap?roaoh to the representation of observed oreep strem 

behavlour for a vide rmge of tines, stressss and tenperatures I.S outlined. 

The fomulae am unusual in pemittmg the representation of prms.ry and 

tertmxy oreep behavlow mthout forfeltmg the oonvonienoe of explloit 

expressmns for the strem rate usmg either the stram or ti.ne hardemng 

hypotheses. They aze therefore partioul~ly suitod for use in stress 

retistributlon oaloulations. 
. . 

A oonpamson is made betneen the usual expresslons for stress depen- 

dcnoc. A table lists the arbitr?xy oonstants chosen to fit the oreep 

behaviour of the Nmonio elloys 8OA, 90, 100 and 105. 
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1 .o Introduction 

This Report descnbes a metbod used at N.G.T.E. for the reduction of 
an experimentally obtained set of creep strain values ovsr a rangs of 
stresses, temperatures and times mto empirital formulae which are parti- 
cularly suitable for use in stress redistribution calculations. The 
formulae have the property of allowmg either time or strain to be derived 
explicitly from the other three variables while permitting the representa- 
tion of both decelerating and acceleratm 

7 
creep rates. This feature per- 

mits time and strain hardening hypotheses to be used without successive 
approximations. Tho constants by mhich the oreep properties can be repre- 
sented ere obtained by simple geometrio means. 

The metbods desonbed have a value pertinent particularly to the 
numerical solution of oreey, problems involvmg time-varymg stresses and 
temperatures, but ere not presumed or intended to throw any new light on the 
fundamental nature of creep processes. 

2.0 Use of a hyuerbola to renresont log(creep strain) versus log(time) 
results 

Creep tests during mhich the stresses and temperatures are maintained 
constsnt shon considerable similarities in the shepes (to som8 scales) of 
the strain versus time curves for videly different values of stress and 
temperature’. A typical set of results3 for Nimonic /O is shomn m Figure 
1. The shape of the curve fitted to these results has propagated the wide- 
spread use of the terms ‘prrnary’, ‘secondary’ and ‘tertiary’ to describe 
the periods of decreasmg, constant and mcreasing strain rates. Because 
the strain versus time results cover a Parge range of skarn and time it is 
convenient to plot the results in ths form log(creep strain) versus log(time). 
Figure 2 shorts the seme results plotted in terms of natural logarithms. 
The shape of the curve is typical for all the alloys of the Nmonic series 
snd in this Report it is assumed that it osn be adcquately described by a 
hmerbola such as the ene drawn on Figure 2. 

The general hyperbok. requires the speoification of five independent 
parameters. Three of these parsmeters can defme its shape while the other 
two determine its position. The variation of these parsmeters with stress 
and temperature is drscussed in the next seotion. 

3.0 Variation with stress and temperature 

Examination of the rcsults of creep tests on Nimonic alloys 80, 90 
and 100 (Reference 1) shows that the Uhspe of the hyperbala (described for 
example by the values of 8, 6 and A shown on Figure 2) remains substantially 
unchanged for e wide range of values of stress and tern erature. 

5 
On the 

other hand its posrtion with respect to both ln(strain and ln(time) scales 
does vag. The position can conveniently be defmed by the vslues of 
strain (1) and time (r) at the interception of the hyperbola’s asymptotes. 



Fqures 3 
Nmonic 90. It 
in both oases. 1 . 
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and 4 show the variation of in(r) and In(h) for one cast of 
is evident thst a straight 1x10 stress dependence emerges 
TemDerature mfluences both the slope end leve1 of the 

linee for In(v) but no systematic temperature variation is evident from the 
In(A) results. These results ere typical for all the Nimonic series alloys 
for which the oreeD properties have been analysed in this way. 

The stress (u) and temperature (T) variation of the creep strein 
results can therefore be represented within the normal experimental rangs 
by 

A = exp B + C.0, { i . ...(l) 

i 
z ‘1 = exp \D + E.o; 

where B and C sre constsnts but D and E are temperature dependent. 

Table 1 summarises the oreep propertles of Nimonic alloys CO*, 90*, YOO 
and 105 by giving appropriate values to 8, 9, A, B and C and values to u and 
E st all the experimental temperatures. Figures 5 end 6 illustrate the 
temperature dependenoe cf D and E, and show that fairly simple expressions 
could be used to represent this dependence if they hapnened to be more con- 
venient then tabulated values for some pertioular calculations. 

4.0 Cartesian and parametric forms for a hyperbok in terms of 8, <5 and A 

A hyperbolit relation between l.n(creep strain) and ln(time) msy be 
desoribed in general terms by 

l.lns($) + *.lns(t) + n.ln$).ln(f) = Aa . ...(3) 

where t and E are time and creep strain respectively and 'c, h and A have 
the meanings shown on Figure 2. For oonvenience the co-ordmetes x and y 
are introduoed, defmed by 

x = 1 0 4’ 7 

y = 1nl; ') 

They have their origin at t = 7, E = h. 

. ...(4) 

. ...(5) 

%enrg Wlggln and Company hme ntmarl<ed that the data for these alloys 1s eld md that thelr 
c”r,w,t ,,,-Odllctlo” hm a signlflcantly lmprwed creep mslstMce. 
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It can be shovm geometncally that the coefficvents 1, m and n are 
related to the gradlents of tiie asymptotes (6 and +) by the fomulae: 

n = - sin(r3 + 4) secfv 
! 

Alternatively the ssme hyperbala as given by Equatlon (3) my be 
exPressed in the pammetrxc form 

ln'$) = pA smh (z - r) ] 
l 

ln($ = qA smh (z + s) 

. ...(7) 

where the coeffloients p, q, r and s depend on the gradients of the asynp- 
tetes as given by the formulae: 

cosh (r) = 

;’ 
oosh (s) = il - 

\-g 

\ 
ten(++/tani~\ j 

\ 
Ii 

P = sos (~)/&.n(~) cosh (F)) > 
\ 

. ...(8) 
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and the parameter z chenges from - m when x and 
x and y approach + m. l’he closest approach to 

then x2 + y2 = h’ and x/y = - 

y approach - ~0 to + eo when 
the origin 1s when z = 0 and 

A speo&l case of the above formulae, whxh is mportsnt sinoe it is 
often observed and is symmetrlcal in x and y, corresponds to ‘prlmery’ and 
‘tertiery’ time exponents of 4 and 3. For this case 

e = arctsn$ = 18*5O 

and ,$ = arcten 3= 77*5O 

so that Equation (3) becomes 

3 12 $ + 3 ln2 f - 10 In $ .ln X = BAs 

and Fquation (7) becomes 

A s~ti (z + 0.55) , 

. ...(Y) 

. . ..(lO) 

!Fhe usefulness of the lqqerbolio representatron anses from the 
simpliclty mith which values for 8, 6 and A can be chosen from expennentel 
resulk and the ease wxth which Equatron (3) can be solved from @ven 
values of strun Or time. Equation (3) can be regarded as a quadratlo in 
elther x or y leadrng to the solutlons 

1 y = 2.m 
i 
-nx+ (2 - 

/ 

. ...(n) 

. . ..(12) 
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A nunencal example illustrating the use of the above formulae for 
the evaluation of the time to 0.2 per cent creep strain of Nimomc 90 at 
815'C and 10 ton/ins is given in Appendix II. 

5.0 A comosrison of same formulae for descrrbing the stress deoendence 
of the time scak 

Fquations (1) and (2) imply finite values for A and r when the stress 
(o) is sero and their use therefore leads to the questionable conclusion 
that fmite creep strains take place even when 0 -) o! This situation csn 
be avoided if Equation (2) is extended to 

1 
7 = - E.o exp il - 

. . ..(13) 

mhere the expression chosen for the low stress values is lmear in stress 
(as for visoous flow) while the two expressions ars continuous and have a 

continuous stress derivative at o = - i. 

Alternative expressions summarised elsewhere6 and also containing trro 
arbitrary constants are 

1 
7 = F sinh (Ga) . ..*(14) 

and 
1 
7 = Ho' + Jos . . ..(15) 

where F, G, H and J are the arbitrary constsnts. 

Figure 7 shows Equations (13), (14) and (15) fitted to the ssms 
experimental data. It csn be seen that all three formulae ave a reasonable 
representation of the experimental results and that Equations (13) and (14) 
are almost identical. A disadvantage of Fquation (15) is that other stress 
exponents are required at other temperatures so that a more widely appli- 
cable formula of this type generally needs more thsn two constants. 

6.0 The calculation of creep strain rates 

In order to calculate creeg strain rates same extensions of the above 
formulas will now be given. It follows from the definitions of x and y in 
Equations (4) and (5) that the oreep stracn rate is given by 
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& 4r.E 
dt =ax t . . ..(16) 

The gradient !!X dx of the hyperbola 1s mast easily obtained by implicit 

dlfferentlatlon of Equation (3); then Equation (16) can be wrltten 

Lk 
dt 3 - 

2.1x + nx 
2.my+nx'-- t . . ..(17) 

Alternatlvely the gradlent may be expressed m terms of the psrameter 
z by hfferentiation of Fquation (7) and Equation (16) can then be nrrjtten 

. . ..(18) 

The creep test results to which the formulae have been fitted were 
obtained at constsnt stress (sometmes constsnt load) and temperature. In 
order to estlmate a straln rate after a change m either of these variables 
It is necessary to speolfy at least one other ahlch represerits the lnfluence 
of previous loading bistory. Smce thls thlrcl variable represerits the 
accwnulatlon of effects from prevxous loding It should remaln unchanged 
durrng any rapid (ideally ~nstantsneous) change in stress or temperatur@. 

The calculatlon of strain rates from the creep formulae using stress, 
temperature and either tame (time hardening hypothesis) or strain (stram 
hardenmg hypothesls) or '21 (parsmetnc hardemng hypothesls) as the 
hlstory dependent variable 1s now descnbed. 

It is assumed in the procedures which follow that the values of 1, m, 
n,'p, q, r and s are already avallable. Because they depend only on the 
slopes of the asymptotes they do not generally chsnge with stress or 
temperature. 

6.1 Tame hardenma hypothesis . 

Given 0, T and t, the variables h, r and x are obtamable from 
Equations (l), (2) ma (4). 
Fquation (5) gives E from y. 

Eguation (11) then gives y from x and 
The variables x, y, t and E are then avad- 

able for substitution into Equation (17) for stru rate. 

6.2 Strain hardenmg hypothesis 

Given 0, T and E, the variables h, 7 and y sxe obtalnable from 
Equatlons (l), (2) ana (5). 
(4) then gives t from X. 

Equatioti (12) then @ves x and y and Equation 
The variables x, y, t and e are then avallable 

for substxtution inta Equatlon (17) for strain rate. 
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6.3 Parsmstric hardening hypothesis 

This hypothesis follows direotly from the uniform shape observed for 
the ln(creep strain) versus ln(tc.me) curvss, which sre merely displaoed for 
different stresses and temperatures. Figurs 8 shows two suoh curves. The 
points Pi, Ps and Ps on the ner curve have the same values of strain, para- 
meter and time respectively as the point Po on the old curve. It ni11 be 
noticed that if the oonstsnt C . in Equation (1) is sero then all displace- 
ments are parallel to the time axis and the strain and parsmetrit laws 
coincide. For positive values of C the parsmetrit hypothesis kuplies 
stram rates intermediate between those of the tune and strain hacdening 
hypotheses. In this connection it has been observed by Johnson7 that for 
som8 materials the most satisfaotory description of variable stress effects 
with increasing stress requires a compromise between strain and time 
hardening. 

Given 6, T and a, the variablas h, 7, x and y can be found from 
Equations (l), (2) and (7). 
4) 

The values of t and E follew from Equations 

18) 
and (5) SO that z, E snd t are available for substitution into Equatlon 

for the straon rate. 

7.0 tomment 

The use of empiricism to describe experimental results inevitably 
requires some compromise between complexity and accuracy. The partKular 
method described in this Report has been found to be acourate for the 
Nrmonio series of alloys while being particulsrly suitable for stress redis- 
tribution calculations. The author has no reason to believe that it would 
not be equally satisfactory for other alloys but has had no experience with 
thsm. 

8.0 Conclusion 

The creep strain behaviour of several Nimonic alloys is ooncisely 
represented by the numerxal data in Table 1 together with the follawing 
formulae: 

nhere 

3x2 + 3f --IOxy = sa= 

x 3 In t - D - E.o 

y = In E - B - C.a 

The numerical values in EQUation (19) arise 
'tertiary' time exponents of 3 and 3 resoectively; 
be introduced using Equations (3) and (6). _ 

. . ..(lY) 

. . ..(20) 

. . ..(21) 

from 'prima& and 
different exponents csn 

The author gratefilly achowledges the Nimonio alloy 105 creep data 
communicated by Henry Viggin and Company Limited and Rolls-Royce Limited. 
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TABLE 1 

Creep properties of eome Nimonlc alloys 

Temp. D* 

;’ 
/: 

E* ,] 
', 
Ij 

. 

el* c$* A* B* C" 

. . 

18.5O 71.5O 0.35 - 7.88 0.055 

18.5' 71.5' 0.40 - 8.00 0.065 

18.5' 71.5' 0.60 - 7.44 0.050 

18.5' 71.5' 1.05 - 7.00 0 

26.0' 79.0’ 0.92 - 5.90 0.020 

(26.0' 79.0’ 0.92 -11.94 0.140 

18.5' 71.5' 0.64 - 5.54 0 

7oo"c 12.25 -0.282 :j 
815% 75O'C 10.37 9.15 -0.318 -0.442 :/ 

:j 
:' 

700% 

815'C 75oOc 

15.00 -0.375 ' 
12.00 

-0.350 -0.457 
/i 

10.20 '/ 

65O'C 16.12 
7oo"c 

-0.338 

75OOC 
13.50 -0.330 

815'C 
11.75 -0.375 

87O'C 
9.87 -0.493 
8.85 -0.760 

7oo"c 
75OOC 

15.70 -0.320 

815'C 
14.25 -0.350 

87O'C 
13.35 -0.515 

94OOC 
10.80 -0.560 
10.60 -1.260 

:i /: 

8‘ 

: /  

/ /  

/ /  

ii 
815'C 750'~ 

-0.360 ; 

87O'C 
12.80 15.00 -0.430 

98O'C 
10.60 -0.520 :! 

65O'C 1% 
2: 2: 

800°C 577'C 800°C 577'C lp.90 lp.90 -0.400 -0.234 -0.400 -0.234 
*' *' 

12.90 12.90 :I :I 
975OC 975OC lloo"c lloo"c 8.10 8.10 -0.970 -0.970 '1 '1 

6.45 6.45 -3.750 -3.750 ,> ,> 

fikse restita for nlloy 105 at 650% did not flt 
the nolmal p*ttenw. The tests Involved “sed 8 
sllghtly smaller slze 01 speclmm thm those used 
ror the ocher terG?mt”m.9. 
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TABLE II 

Units 

Sysbol 
- 1. 

e 

. Units 
. . - -_-.. - 

Angle in degrees of am 

Angle in degrees of am! 

Natural logazithm oycles 

Natural logarlthm oycles 

Natural logarithm cycles/(ton/m') 

Naturel logarithm oyoles of hr 

Natural loganthm cycles of hr/(ton/in') 
‘: ._ . . _ .- _- 
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APPENDIX 1 - 

Notation 

A shortest distance from the hyperbala to the point of 
intersection of its asyinptotes 

B, C constants describing the stress dependence of the strain 
scale 

D, E temperature dependent variables deecribmg the stress 
dependence of t,re time soale 

F, G, H, J arbltrary constants used in formulae for stress dependence 

1, mt % variables dependent on the gradients of the hyperbols's 
P> 9> rpt s asymptotes 

Pr positions on Figurs 8 dl'stinguished by tre subscript 

t time 

x9 Y co-ordinates oh ln(stram) - ln(tme) plane 

z parameter of the hyperbala 

0 

T 

creep strain 

engles between hyperbala asymptotes and x direction 

a reference strain 

stress 

a reference time 
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APPEVDIX II 

Numencal example 

To fmd the time to 0.2 per cent creep strain at 815'C, 10 ton/m2 
for Nimonic alloy 90. 

Table 1 gives the necessary creep constants at 015'C for Nunonic 90 
(data from Reference 3) so that interpolations from Flgures 5 and 6 are not 
requred. 

Equations (1) and (2) become 

In(h) = -8.00 + 0.065 x 10 = -7.35 

and lll(7) = 10.20 - 0.457 x IO = 5.63 

For 0.2 per cent creep strain we have from Equatlon (5) 

y = ln(0.002) - in(k) 

= -6.21 + 7.35 = 1.14 

;~XXI;,~ = 18.5' and $5 = 71.5', EJ ua lon (9) spplles and Equation (12) t' 

Now A = 0.4 so that, substltuting for y and A, 

x = 2 (11.4 - 9.4) = 0.33 

Fmally from Equation (4) 

In(t) = x + ln(7) 

= 5.96 

. 
. . log,,(t) = g$ = 2.59 

. 
. . t = 390 hr 
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A CONVENIEXT REPRESENTATION OF CREEP STRAIN DATA FOR PROBLMS 
INVOLVINC TINE-VARYING STRESSES AND TMPERATWES 

An emplrlcal approach to the representatlo” oI observed creep strair 
behavlour for a Wide pange 01 times, stresses and temperatures is outlined. 
The Iormulae are unusual in “e~lttlnn the reoresentatio” oI “rimav a”d 
tertlwy creep behwiour wlth&t forféiCi”S the convenience oi explicit 
expresslons for the strain rate uslng either the sti-a,” or time hudening 
hypotheses. They are therefore particularly suited for us.2 in stress 
redistributlo” calculations. 

A compariso” is made betwee” the usual expressions Por stress depen 
dence. A table lists the arbltrary constants chosen to fit the creep 
behavfour of the Nlmonlc alloys SOA. 90, 100 and 105. 
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